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Allied Project Services and Capital is the trading name of Allied Project Services Ltd, which is a consultant 
and a direct access facilitator to a range of funders. They are a trusted due diligence partner engaged by 
Manufacturers, Project Developers, Brokers, and Funders to facilitate their services, such as Equity and 
debt.  

Our award-winning services for Renewable Energy Finance  

 

Global Advisory Experts UK Award 2022 and 2023  

SME News; Greater London Enterprise Award 2023 

And Members of the Project Management Office Global Alliance  

 

Our directors have career backgrounds in finance, insurance, and project management. They have each 
accumulated over 30 years of practical experience and understand project and technology development 
challenges related to the different approaches of project developers, funders, and insurance underwriters.  

Their combined experience created Allieds four unique services: the Pre-Finance Review, the Technology 
Accelerator Programme, our Maintained Availability ™ service, and Finance, which are embodied within our 
DPI® service. 

 

DPI ® Due Diligence, Pre-Accreditation, and Investment Focus  

                                                                                                                                          

Project investment is at the heart of our operations, and we share a common goal with our clients to secure 
their financial requirements and align them with those of Funders. Our current activities are focused on: 
Energy, Agriculture, and Waste to Value (Oil, Hydrogen, etc.) Biofuels, Waste to Energy, Solar, Wind, and 
climate-friendly and sustainable elements such as Environment, Social, and Governance (ESG) guidelines. 

Through our Pre-Finance Review Service, we offer customised solutions based on our clients' needs and 
work to match their project requirements with private equity investors and debt Funders.  

Introduction to our Services   

https://www.globaladvisoryexperts.com/CompanyProfile.aspx?PID=7088
https://www.strikingly.com/s/sites/23465920/edit
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Projects considered for our Pre-Finance Review: 

• are located in a territory where there are no restrictions imposed by financial markets.  
• have good prospects of being profitable. 
• have significant equity contributions in cash or in kind from the project sponsor. 
• would benefit the local economy. 
• satisfy environmental standards.  

Our Areas of Expertise are, 

Projects: Renewable and Clean Energy Projects, Wind, Solar, Hydrogen and Waste to Energy. 

Finance: 

• Private Equity 

• Subordinated Debt 

• Senior Debt Acquisitions - minimum turnover £5M 

• Recapitalisation  

• Capital Growth 

• Security Bonds * subject to acceptability 

 

 

 

 

Our Pre-Finance Review Service is a free service subject to a time-limited period of 40 hours* that creates 

a report to our funders that provides evidence and proves the viability of the project, the chosen technology 

and the Management Team in the format they require. 

We do this by ensuring the client is genuinely ready by investors' standards and can evidence their business 

plan and financials with robust documentation.  

All the required project documentation must be in English and the currency in US Dollars or Euros and ready 

to be uploaded to our own secure Data Room, where we then undertake our comprehensive due diligence. 

As soon as possible, we provide funders with access to our Data Room so that they can interrogate the 

documents online or download them.  

 Our Pre-Finance Review Service.                                                                                            

We will take care of your funding, while you take care of your business. 
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Stage 1. Consultation, Interrogation, and Preparation 
 
Our Pre-Finance Review Service is accessible at no cost to our pre-screened clients based on a limited 

period of 40 working hours. Should this period of time be reached, then a Continuous Pre-Finance Review 

agreement shall be offered, and a fee agreed, subject to the estimate hours require to conclude.  

The first stage is a completed Pre-Finance Review application form and brief project documentation. After 

our initial review a virtual meeting with the client to discuss the project is required before we commence the 

review and start the clock.  

On agreeing to act, the client is required to upload all their documentation, in English and using either US 

Dollars, Euros or Pound Sterling.  We will look to evidence the documentation provide and evaluate the 

financial projects to ensure that the project offers the Debt Service Cover and Internal Rates of Return 

sought by the funders/investors. We assess the installation, process risk, maintenance regimes and any 

third parties associated with the project, such as EPC contractors. 

Therefore, it is crucial that the clients provide us with detailed documentation promptly so we can complete 

our review and present them to our funders in the quickest possible time. 

 
 The Initial Minimum Documentation is required prior to our conference call. 
 

Business Plan 
Executive Summary 
Financials (a fully functional spreadsheet) 
Counterparties to the Project, including the Power Purchase Agreement/ Off-Take Agreements / 

Letters of Interest / Contracts, etc., and EPC and Operation and Management Contractor      

Breakdown of investment already invested in the project or Proof of Funds to be invested. 

 

Further Documentation after the conference call such as, 

 
3 yrs. Trading Accounts, incl. Balance Sheet 
Resumes of Principals 
Full details and operational history of technology being deployed. 
Feasibility Study 
Full details of the EPC and Operation and Management Contractors, including a List of Projects, 

Completed                                                                                                                                     

Detailed Use of Funds 

Comprehensive Exit Strategy. 

Geological Reports (Wind, Solar) 
Confirmation that the project sponsor/developer has invested equity in the project, 
An exclusive mandate to complete our pre-finance report and reach out to our Funders,  
Written confirmation that the project has not been promoted in the financial markets or refused, and if 
so, why? 

 
 
During this period, by matching criteria, we approach our Funders/Investors to ascertain their genuine 
interest in the project and then prepare the final documentation in an acceptable format to obtain Indicative 
Terms.  After which, subject to acceptance, we guide and prepare the documentation critical to a successful 
capital raise. 
 
Any potential areas of concern are addressed during this critical period, with a constant discussion between 
our Funder, our client, and us ensuring that all parties interests are aligned.  
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Allied will collaborate with the client and the funders to prepare their report summarising the investment and 
outlining the scope of documentation provided 
 

Stage 2: Presentation 

Upon completing the Pre-Finance report, this will be presented to the Funder for review. Subject to a clear 
indication from the funders to proceed, such as a Letter of Interest or indicative terms, we will issue our 
Contract of Services to the client. This will list a scope of detailed work to be conducted. Our Contract of 
Services will be transparent in our fee structure and that of the funder.  
 
At this time, and based on the client's total funding requirement, a commitment fee will be payable to Allied 

by the client. This fee will be deductible from our success fee payable at the financial close. 

Stage 3: Negotiation 

Under our scope of work, we discuss the terms of the transaction structure with the client and the 

Investors/Funders to execute a term sheet and supporting documentation. We continue to interact with the 

Investors/Funders during this period to bring the project to a successful close as quickly and smoothly as 

possible. 

Multiple parties might be required to make an offer depending on the size of the capital requirement. If this 

is the case and initial pricing and terms vary between investors, we help draw out the best recommendation 

to receive multiple Term Sheets and optimum terms for the project. 

Stage 4: Execution 

Assuming terms are agreed upon with an acceptable structure, conditions, and pricing with the preferred 

investor(s), Term Sheets will be signed, locking the parties into a limited exclusivity period, covering the 

anticipated duration of the due diligence phase. During this period, Allieds' experience and knowledge 

gained through many previous successful transactions remains in support of reaching financial close. 

 

Fees * 

1. Pre-Finance Review * Zero up to 40 working hours, thereafter negotiable under 
our Pre-Finance Review Continuous of Service Agreement 
 

2. Contract of Services    
Commitment Fee / Retainer **  
Payable on the issuance of LOI, 
DIP, and Indicative Term Sheet. 

                                                                                     

Negotiable, Subject to the total funding requirement, and 

refundable on financial close.  

    Equity Max 5% 

    Subordinated or Senior Debt. 1-5% Subject to total debt requirement (Min:$5Mn) 
  

3. Technology Accelerator  Negotiable 

4. Technology Accreditation  Negotiable  

5. Maintained Availability Allied Charges are negotiable; Third Party charges are to 
be agreed upon and part of the Project Cost. 

 

Note:  

*Fee Structure can be changed without notice and may be customised for any particular project after a full 

evaluation. 

**Purpose of the Refundable Retainer: Allied charges a refundable retainer for complex commercial funding deals that 

require extensive evaluation and completion. The retainer is implemented to cover the costs associated with the 

evaluation of the process and to ensure that Allied can maintain its operations throughout the funding process.  
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**Timing of the Retainer: The refundable retainer is charged only after the client has received and approved a Contract 

of Services proposal from Allied, which will include an indication of terms being offered by a Funder.. This ensures that 

the client has had the opportunity to review and accept our proposed terms before any financial commitment is made. 

 

 

 

 

One of the most significant problems holding back the development of innovative technology investment 

occurs when the developer is ready to enter the commercial market. 

At this stage, the client seeking to deploy the technology for their project will request that the technology 

manufacturer provide evidence that the system has sufficient operational and maintenance history and that 

the plant's performance will support the project's debt requirement. 

This often results in a delay in the technology becoming commercially attractive to project developers when 
they apply for finance, where investors typically seek between 18 to 24 months of continuous operation to 
satisfy their debt risk criteria. 
 
The European Investment Bank refers to this stage as the manufacturer's "Valley of Death" after the 
technology developer has invested considerable money and time in bringing the technology to the market.  
  
Our Technology Accelerator programme understands the requirements the project developer and the 
challenges of the manufacturer to prepare for commercialisation from the moment the technology is at a 
pre-commercialisation-demonstration stage. We also understand the funders' requirements to mitigate the 
debt risk associated with this scenario.  
  
Therefore, our Technology Accelerator programme aims to mitigate the lack of track record when the 
technology manufacturer enters the commercial market, by facilitating a financial guarantee and allowing 
Allied to be able to offer finance to their clients, not otherwise available.  
 
The key benefits of the Pre-Accreditation Service are; 
 

✓ A reduced maturity timeline.  
✓ Accelerating the technology to market. 
✓ Reduces the usual expectations on technology maturity required by funders. 
✓ Reduces the requirement on the manufacturer to borrow expensive money such as Seed or Venture 

Capital to keep the plant running under demonstration status.  
✓ Can attract lower-cost equity investment into the company if required.  
✓ Provides an accelerated pre-accredited finance package through Allied for commercial deployment. 

 

Our Technology Accelerator and Pre-Finance review help solve global challenges at an industrial scale. We 

are committed to Innovation and Environmental Change with the deployment of Clean Energy. 

 

 

 

 

Operational risk is one of the most significant problems holding back capital investment within the renewable 

energy sector. 

Maintained Availability (M.A)        Guaranteeing the Unexpected 

Our Technology Acceleration Service:   Innovation the beginning of everything 
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Typically, within every major capital project or large asset acquisition, there are three principal risks: 
financing, commercial/market, and operational risk. 

However, what has caused issues and, in many cases, transactions to flounder have been the debate on 

who should take the operational risk of any new project or asset acquisition. 

Operational risk can be calculated where the technology has a proven track record, enforced by other risk 

mitigation procedures, but what if the technology is unproven with limited or no track record, and how can 

these technologies complete and bring their benefits to market if they have no or limited track record?  

 

The Solution is Allied's Maintained Availability™. 

Understanding the process availability in a business model is critical when assessing risk. Process 

availability is identified by known maintenance regimes and plant closures, and this availability is used to 

calculate the project's minimum level of revenues that can repay the debt and cover operational expenses 

– break even.                                                                                                                                                

Above breakeven the downtime from scheduled maintenance can be built into a project’s cash flows. But 

what would happen if something unexpected and caused by a non-physical damage event that causes the 

revenues to fall below breakeven? Maintained Availability™ provides an opportunity for a third party to 

'guarantee' this operational risk. 

Maintained Availability due diligence will look to mitigate such events through a series of process due-

diligence measures that looks at the plant from design to manufacture, the installation capabilities of the 

proposed EPC contractor, and the operations and maintenance procedures submitted by the O&M 

contractor. 

M.A™ also incorporates due diligence by independent consultants with worldwide representation, allowing 

Allied to consider projects worldwide. The due diligence looks at all aspects of the project, including all key 

parties/contracts that influence its ability to repay its debt. 

 Unlike some other policies, this contract can only be cancelled by the project owners with the investors' 

agreement and provides an agreed sum of money in support of the projects' net revenues for ten years. 

The facility acts as a form of credit enhancement that can be drawn upon when the revenues are unable to 

fully support the debt. It is then repaid when the projects' revenues recover. Historically, it has been shown 

that if the process is to underperform, it will be in the project's early years, with full availability potential 

attained by Year 5 

Whilst M.A. is provided to a project developer to support debt risk; Technology manufacturers benefit from 

having Allied secure their client’s funding by having M.A. approval by allowing them to be considered for 

Allieds Accredited Technology Service and offering this service to their clients. 

For companies developing innovative technologies having M.A. due diligence involved from the design 

stage can help evolve the technology from design to becoming fully commercialised with the benefits of 

M.A. support 

 

Other guarantees are facilitated within the Maintained Availability Platform for; 
 
Solar Module Performance; PV Project/System Performance; Fuel Cell System Performance; and Energy 

Storage Performance. acceptance. 
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Our Exclusive Accredited Technology Platform completes our range of unique services. By combining our 

Pre-Finance Review, Technology Accelerator, and Maintained Availability™ services, we offer selected 

technology manufacturers the ability to promote our services under an exclusive finance service to their 

clients, knowing that we have all the required information to satisfy the technology part of their project due 

diligence.  

The benefit to the manufacturer is the ability to offer a possible client a funding option and that they are not 

requested to provide the information for every client and their funder. Maximising their route to the 

commercial market worldwide to meet the growing demand for clean energy and low-emission technology. 

For the possible project developer, as the due diligence is focused on the commercial aspect of the project, 

our ability to reduce the expected time due diligence time for us to present to a funder.   

 

 

 

Our Accredited Technology Platform:   Clients Services 


